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Peter Drucker’s famous musings that culture eats strategy for breakfast rings as true today as it 
did then.

We can establish strategies to help us become an innovative organisation but if we neglect our 
culture and the behaviours required to support innovation then it’s all for nought! On these 
behaviours, Clayton Christensen’s outlined several in his book The Innovator’s DNA, 
including challenging the status quo, associational thinking, networking and experimentation. 

Yet, if your organisation is plagued by complying with ‘the way things have always been done 
around here’ narrative, avoiding risk and failure at all costs, taking few big bets which each 
involve a 10-person or more steering committee (of people who are usually ill-suited to be 
advising on said subject matter), sitting in meetings to prepare for meetings to prepare for 
meetings, silo’d departmental lines and an IT department that needs everything to go through 
QA, then your people are quite unlikely, if not almost certainly not going to, demonstrate said 
behaviours required to move the needle on innovation.

This eBook explores the reasons why organisations struggle to innovate, the innovation 
blockers within companies and how your organisation can setup a culture that supports 
innovation. 
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THE NUMBER ONE REASON 

YOUR COMPANY CAN'T

INNOVATE
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COMPANIES SPEND A LOT ON INNOVATION.
According to strategy consultancy Strategy&, the one thousand largest publicly listed corporate 
R&D spenders amassed a total of US$701B on R&D in 2017. Furthermore, research firm IDC 
predicted a US$1.2 trillion spend on digital transformation technologies worldwide in 2017. 
That spend alone is more than Australia’s gross national product.
This doesn’t even account for culture change and capability lifting initiatives that companies are 
embarking on to help them better navigate change.

So, that’s a lot of money that organisations are spending on innovation and transformation. But, 
is it... enough?

Let’s park the fact that 84% of digital transformation projects fail for a minute.

Long ago, in his genre defining book Good To Great, Jim Collins reminded us that in order to 
be great, companies need to start by getting the right people on the bus, the wrong people off 
the bus, and the right people in the right seats.

The problem with many corporate innovation initiatives at the moment is that the wrong people 
are on the bus and they’re distracting the driver.

When might your organisation’s innovation investment be at risk? Do any of the following sound 
familiar?

PEOPLE DEFAULT TO “I’M SO BUSY” WHENEVER ASKED HOW THEY ARE

PEOPLE WATCH THE CLOCK

PEOPLE ARE MORE CONCERNED WITH HOW MUCH THEY GET PAID INSTEAD OF THE 

NATURE OF THEIR WORK

PEOPLE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING TO DO AS LITTLE WORK AS POSSIBLE

PEOPLE’S VALUES AREN’T ALIGNED WITH THE ORGANISATION'S

PEOPLE HAVE OTHER PRIORITIES (SUCH AS GETTING HOME EARLY TO SIT IN FRONT OF 

THE TELEVISION)

You can’t get a large company to hustle the way a startup does without hustlers.
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https://www.strategyand.pwc.com/innovation1000
https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS43994118
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NO SILVER BULLETS
There are no silver bullets when it comes to corporate innovation. And anybody who tells you 
there is, is selling snake oil. Each and every organisation is different. What works for one 
company will not necessarily work for another, even in the same industry.
Let’s be real. Innovation is hard.

Corporate innovation is 10X harder because of all of the encumbrances that slow down large 
organisations.

It requires more than token initiatives. It requires more than a lab, some funky beanbags and a 
foosball table. It requires more than setting up a $100M fund and proudly proclaiming that 
you’re investing in startups.

Above all else, the right culture and people are required, above all else.

But if people don’t want to change, all the culture change initiatives in the world won’t matter. 
These same people will ultimately sabotage your efforts, slow them down to a halt or, if they do 
engage, do so half-heartedly in a way that delivers (much) less than optimal results.

Plato’s classic The Republic indicated that he did not offer his students training in dialectic 
(essentially, the discussion of philosophy) because they weren’t yet ready. In a corporate 
context, a lot of employees are not yet ready for innovation. Many of them will never be
ready. They are oftentimes, more rock than sponge, when it comes to willingly wanting to not 
only learn but also apply literature coming out of leading management thinking circles.

So, how might you go about getting (and keeping) the right people on the bus?

Netflix pays at the top of market, not only to attract top people, but to keep innovation sapping 
policies and processes, usually in place to keep people in line, to a minimum. Now, not every 
company has the financial muscle of Netflix, which brings me to...

1. INCENTIVISE THEM SUFFICIENTLY
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https://www.inc.com/francesca-fenzi/management-ideas-to-steal-from-netflix.html


It’s a massive waste to score innovation goals internally if the rest of the world doesn’t know 
about it. You might look like a boring, old, slow moving company from the outside but the 
reality might be different internally. Celebrate your wins. Blog about it. Vlog about it. Speak 
about it at conferences. Get on to as many relevant podcasts as possible. Make many successes 
known if you want to more high calibre, entrepreneurial talent to your organisation.

3. SHARE YOUR INNOVATION SUCCESSES

Innovation goes beyond technology. Ultimately, it’s about people and the environment that 
they operate in. There’s little point investing in idea challenges and the latest and greatest 
gadgets if your organisation doesn’t have an innovation process that empowers them to test 
their ideas, to experiment, without having to endure innovation sapping business case approval 
processes.

Or you could just go on talking about innovation and spending big money on things that makes 
you look innovative, but in most cases end up failing.

4. BE SERIOUS ABOUT INNOVATION, DON’T JUST PAY LIP SERVICE TO IT

As Dan Pink put forth in his best-selling book Drive, human motivation is largely intrinsic and this 
motivation can be divided into mastery, autonomy and purpose. Give them that.

Working models like agile (where the value of your work is realised frequently, thus keeping 
employee morale high) and giving opportunities to truly learn and experiment with their ideas is 
a start.

2. INCENTIVES NEED NOT BE MONETARY
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THE INNOVATION BLOCKERS 

AT YOUR COMPANY

Without the right people driving innovation, there is a high likelihood that 
your innovation efforts will come to a standstill. A study by Mckinsey, 
surveying 600 executives and managers, found that 94% of participants 
identified people and corporate culture as the most important drivers of 
innovation.

Why are “people” in an organisation such an important driver of 
innovation? To best answer this question, let’s have a look at the people 
that are blocking innovation efforts.

Here are five personas blocking innovation at your company.
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https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/leadership-and-innovation


Encourage this person to respond more positively to the ideas of colleagues - when they hear 
an idea from a team member, they should think “and...” rather than “but...” in order to build on 
ideas rather than completely shut them down. Through this method, this person can leverage 
their experience and knowledge to support and progress ideas.

HOW TO INFLUENCE THIS PERSON

The longer an employee has been around, the more likely their thinking will be influenced by 
the past. Budget constraints, legacy systems and traditional financial metrics all impact the way 
this person thinks and behaves. Rather than embracing ambiguity, this person shuts down any 
ideas from colleagues that challenge the status quo.

PERSON #1: THE “THAT’S IMPOSSIBLE” PERSON

Advise this person to manage their time more effectively through the use of a Virtual Assistant. 
A Virtual Assistant can help this person outsource more repetitive tasks, while allowing time to 
create more impact and engage in more fulfilling work. Encourage this person to automate 
what they can, batch repetitive tasks into a specific window of time and apply 80/20 thinking -
not all tasks are created equal.

HOW TO INFLUENCE THIS PERSON

This person delays progress because they are “too busy” to spare as little as 15 minutes to 
provide input. ***Newsflash*** if this is you….you are not the only person that’s busy.

Moving quickly is fundamental to learning quickly and innovation and progress can’t be made if 
key people ‘don’t have the time’.

PERSON #2: THE “I’M FLAT OUT” PERSON

Provide some examples of how other companies have been able to demonstrate innovation in a 
short amount of time. If this doesn’t spur on some action, then look to implement some success 
metrics linking to innovation - this will help keep this person accountable.

HOW TO INFLUENCE THIS PERSON

Similar to person #2, this person does not move with any urgency. They are comfortable in their 
role and would prefer to drag out their role as long as possible, watching the clock for as much 
of that time as possible too. This person is all about the short-term and it is not interested in 
future-proofing the organisation. Sometimes this person reflects the way leadership behaves 
and consequently blocks any form of organisational experimentation.

PERSON #3: THE “GET BACK TO ME IN 6-12 MONTHS” PERSON
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https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/blog/6-prototypes-in-3-hours-with-10-people-from-a-global-fmcg
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/blog/success-metrics-for-corporate-innovation-programs-and-teams


Start declining invites to attend their two hour meetings! Unless it is a workshop or a 
brainstorming session - there is no need to schedule such a long meeting. Suggest that they 
book 15 minute meetings where possible and only invite colleagues that will actually add value 
(if they just need to know the outcome this can be shared via email after the session).

HOW TO INFLUENCE THIS PERSON

This person not only likes to schedule long two hour meetings, but also likes to invite ‘everyone’ 
in the organisation to each and every meeting that they organise. This ends up wasting other 
people's time, as they are spending hours in meetings where they can not add any value 
(through no fault of their own). 

PERSON #4: THE “2 HOUR MEETING” PERSON

Encourage this person to apply the following logic from Scott Cook, Founder of Intuit, “Empathy 
is not about walking in another’s shoes. First, you must remove your own.” In other words, let the 
customer be heard and move away from assumption based logic. Suggest the use 
of engagement, observation and immersion to better understand customers.

HOW TO INFLUENCE THIS PERSON

This person believes they represent every type of customer that the organisation has - their 
opinions are reflected strongly in meetings potentially impacting direction of projects. This 
person is focused more on the solution rather than the customer.

PERSON #5: THE “I KNOW WHAT THE CUSTOMER WANTS” PERSON

It is imperative to get the ‘right’ people in the ‘right’ positions to drive your 
innovation efforts. The ‘wrong’ person in a vital innovation role can 
substantially derail the innovation journey of any organisation. If you're one of 
these five people, do your best to move away from the behaviour that is 
stopping innovation at your company.
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https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/blog/3-techniques-to-help-you-really-understand-your-customers


WHAT THE CORPORATE 

COMPANY OF THE FUTURE 

LOOKS LIKE

As the lifespans of organisations get shorter, it’s more important than ever 
to understand how organisations can avoid the black hole of bankruptcy 
and economic irrelevance.

What’s Wrong with the Modern Company?
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The first is the short-term mindset and the second is an inability to discover what to create 
before taking something to market.

On short-termism, most organisations opt for conservative projects they (falsely) believe will 
yield predictable results to meet their quarterly KPIs. This means companies avoid taking risks, 
betting on new innovations and continue to do what they’ve always done, regardless of whether 
that approach still works.

On discovery, large organisations have finely tuned their systems for execution of existing 
business models and delivering existing products to market, but don’t have a process for what 
to create next. Let’s look at some of the symptoms arising from this.

Your organisation uses prescriptive metrics and tools, which pressure employees to meet 
short term, usually quarterly, goals.

Your organisation functions in compartmentalised silos. Projects tend to follow a stage-gate or 
waterfall process that passes work along after specific milestones have been met.

Risk is mitigated through tons of paperwork and compliance with meticulous legal and it 
procedures.

Projects are measured against traditional metrics such as ROI, NPV, IRR and so on.

There are too many cooks in the kitchen for each project. There are too many managers, 
experts and opinions that don’t come with accountability for implementation

There is unnecessary double-handling, triple-checking and way too many meetings that 
achieve little to nothing.

Large, expensive and slow-moving programs are pursued. More time is spent on planning, 
rather than execution. These big projects receive huge amounts of funding right from the get 
go.

Employees are focused on what’s right for them, rather than what’s right for the customer.

A culture that upholds the motto that ‘failure is not an option.’ Leaders may pay lip service to 
innovation and ‘embracing failure’ but their reward systems don’t back this up.

SIGNS YOUR COMPANY IS LIVING IN THE PAST

Sound familiar?
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In his latest book, The Startup Way, Eric Ries, founder of the global lean startup movement, 
argues that companies that last into the future will do so by having the capacity to produce 
products with great reliability and quality, while being able to discover what new products to 
produce.

Truly modern companies will:

Focus on continuous innovations and work towards long-term goals.

Comprise of inter-departmental teams that allow for cross-collaboration and open channels of 
communication.

Use a highly iterative method of working and leverage scientific processes, such as the Lean 
Startup.

Report and measure projects against innovation metrics.

Have innovation champions or teams whose role it is it to progress new projects and help 
employees uncover new ideas

Release small amounts of funding across a broad number of ideas, to maximise 
experimentation. Further funding is released as concepts are proven, validated learnings are 
achieved and traction gained.

Allow employees to get out of the building regularly to interface with customers and uncover 
their true needs and problems to be solved

Reward ‘good failure’ that inform decisions and provide useful information

WHAT DO COMPANIES OF THE FUTURE LOOK LIKE?

Companies serious about their future are in it for the long haul. Culture change, embedding an 
innovative mindset and introducing new processes don’t happen overnight, but here are some 
things you can get the ball rolling on now:

START FUTUREPROOFING TODAY

Introduce employees to innovative methodologies such as Lean Startup and Design Thinking. 
Getting your team familiar with the idea of experimentation and showing them how it’s done will 
help them to embrace innovation, empower them with practical tools and ensure they prioritise 
customers.

1. UPSKILL.
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https://www.amazon.com/Startup-Way-Companies-Entrepreneurial-Management/dp/1101903201
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/educate/lean-startup
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/educate/design-thinking
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/blog/14-tools-to-speed-up-your-corporate-innovation-efforts


Kickstart the process of continuous innovation in your organisation, by showing employees how 
they can move like a startup. Running initiatives such as a hackathon provides team with an 
introduction to innovative methodologies and the opportunity to immediately applying the 
theory to real world problems. Here are some case studies of how Asahi and Australian 
Unity generated new insights about what customers wanted and moved the needle on 
innovation, through hackathons.

3. GET YOUR HANDS DIRTY.

The best approach to kicking off your organisation’s innovation journey, is by honestly reflecting 
on what’s working and what’s not. Many organisations run headlong into activity without 
strategy. Prioritise your innovation initiatives by reviewing the systems, values, processes and 
resources that are inhibiting and enabling corporate innovation. Quantify where the 
organisation sits in terms of innovation maturity and creating a roadmap to the future.

4. GO DEEP.

Commit time dedicated to rapid prototyping, to demonstrate how quickly new ideas can be 
built and tested. Giving employees the opportunity to design, test and iterate new concepts is 
terrific for building confidence and shifting mindsets, while not blowing your budget.

2. SHOW THEM HOW IT’S DONE.

Although there is no silver bullet, there are some key ingredients in the recipe for building an 
innovative company. This requires managing the company’s processes, values and resources, 
towards enabling innovation. In this case, processes refer to how assets in the organisation are 
created, including patterns of interaction, coordination, communication, and decision-making 
through which resources are transformed into products and services of greater worth.

Values pertain to the company’s culture and how decisions are made, including existing 
attitudes about risk, failure, incentives and accountability. Resources encompass an 
organisation’s assets, both tangible and intangible, that contribute to what an organisation can 
accomplish. This includes people, technology, intellectual property, finances, customers and 
more. Without alignment of processes, values and resources, innovation is unlikely to flourish.

4. BE DELIBERATE ABOUT BUILDING INNOVATION.
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https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/innovate/hackathon
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/work/asahi-beverages
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/work/australian-unity
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/innovate/innovation-capability-assessment
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/innovate/rapid-prototyping
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/work/nps-medicinewise
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/blog/the-recipe-for-corporate-innovation


FORMING AN INNOVATION 

CULTURE STRATEGY
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What if your organisation had a strategy in place to change the culture?

Culture, usually, is simply a manifestation of the processes, systems and 
values inherent at an organisation.



HOW PROCESSES AFFECT CULTURE

Here’s some typical corporate processes and the resulting attitudes and outcomes.

However, if you re-design these processes and the supporting ecosystem of values and systems, 
then people’s behaviours - over time - will either adjust to align with something more 
representative of the culture your organisation is trying to create or they will leave which is not 
necessarily a bad thing if their values don’t align with your organisation’s. It’s far worse if they 
stick around and pollute the well with destructive cynicism. 

NEW PROCESS, NEW CULTURE

*Data-driven, staged investment model
**Here’s how.
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https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/blog/the-business-case-alternative-how-to-support-disruptive-innovation-at-a-large-company
https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/blog/time-to-disrupt-your-employee-performance-reviews


IDENTIFY YOUR BLOCKERS

Dave Gray and Alex Osterwalder collaborated on something they call the Culture Map 
(download one here) that forces you to identify all of the blockers, by way of process, systems or 
values, that prevent desired behaviours in your organisation.

Like anything, step one is acknowledging you have a problem, so using something like the 
culture map helps you to identify areas to focus on. It’s your job to then prioritise them in some 
sensical fashion - one method I like is the ICE method (score each problem out of 10 for Impact, 
Confidence and Ease, tally up the scores and start with the highest ratings).

Source: Strategyzer
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https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/resources/culture-map


CHOOSE YOUR FOCUS AREA

In the above case you might want to start with using Amazon Web Services to run experiments 
instead of, say, needing to host every little experiment on Core IT which subjects it to QA, typical 
IT processes and slows down experiments to the point where your ‘build, measure, learn’ cycle, as 
define in the Lean Startup, is nowhere near fast enough to move the needle and keep employee 
morale high.

You then might want to move on to revisiting your performance and procurement reviews.

*the scores for time and cost are inverse (the higher the lower)
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IN SUMMARY:

IDENTIFY WHAT KIND OF ORGANISATION YOU WANT TO BE OR WHAT KIND OF OUTCOME 

YOU DESIRE

DETERMINE WHAT KIND OF ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOURS UNDERPIN ACHIEVING SAID 

OUTCOME

IDENTIFY BLOCKERS TO SAID ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOURS

SHORTLIST BLOCKERS

PRIORITISE YOUR BLOCKERS

CREATE A WAY AROUND THE HIGHEST PRIORITY BLOCKER FIRST AND WORK YOUR WAY 

THROUGH THE LIST
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GET IN TOUCH
We help large organisations to discover, not just deliver, to explore, not just 
execute, and we’ve worked with the likes of Clifford Chance, BNP Paribas, 
Microsoft, Village Digital, Asahi, MetLife, Telstra, King & Wood Mallesons, 
National Australia Bank, Singapore Pools, Ascendas Singbridge and numerous 
others across Melbourne, Sydney, Singapore, Auckland, Hong Kong, London, 
New York, Frankfurt and Amsterdam.

If your organisation needs help coming up with ideas, experimenting and 
turning ideas into reality, driving culture change or partnering with startups, 
we’d love to hear from you.
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